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We use the adjective "mobile" to describe a focal spot
in an x-ray tube which moves cyclically in a closed path
relative to the target surface on which it is generated
quite without reference to whether the spot be fixed or in
motion with respect to the tube. Alex Miiller and also A.
Bouwers have made calculations of the thermal effects in
such spots energized for very short fractions of one cycle
of motion. This paper treats the case where the focal spot
is energized continuously so that a "steady" state of
thermal oscillation is set up. The solutions obtained refer
only to conditions after this steady state of oscillation is
reached. Only the ideal case of a spot of uniform intensity
with sharp boundaries is treated. For simplicity the flow of
heat from front target surface to cooling water is assumed
one dimensional and normal to the front surface over an
everywhere uniform thickness d. Curves are plotted
showing the ratio of temperature rise in moving spots to
that in fixed spots of the same size as a function of r the

size of the spot relative to the length of path it describes
and of () a variable depending on the speed of rotation,
the thickness d and the thermal constants of the target
material. Curves of the ratio of permissible energy input
for moving and fixed spots, respectively, as a function of
the aforementioned variables are also shown. The paper
gives a solution reduced to figures and curves of the heat
flow equation for certain boundary conditions which to
the author's knowledge has never before been obtained
and therefore has some interest beyond its immediate
application to x-ray tubes. Certain mathematical difficulties of practical interest are also overcome in a way
which may be helpful in other problems of similar nature.
For the reader uninterested in mathematics the results are
independently discussed in a separate section. Approximate
methods are given for applying the results of the paper to
targets consisting of two materials such as tungsten and
copper.

NUMBER of commercial and experimental
A x-ray
tubes have already been built in

mobile focal spot. Theoretical calculations of
the temperatures attained in mobile focal spots
for briefly applied loads have been made by
Alex. M tiller! and by A. Bouwers.2 To the
author's knowledge no analysis has yet been
made of the case of the continuously operated
mobile x-ray focal spot and therefore this paper
confines itself to this case.

which either the focal spot moves over the face
of a stationary target or more often the spot is
stationary with respect to the tube but the
target rotates or gyrates so that new regions of
its surface are continually being presented under
the focal spot. We use the adjective "mobile" in
this paper to describe this motion of a focal spot
relative to the target surface on which it is generated
STATEMENT OF THE THERMAL PROBLEM
quite without reference to whether the spot be
The mobile spot must execute a cyclic path
fixed or in motion with respect to the x-ray
on the surface of the target returning to any
tube. The mobile focal spot is a device resorted to given position in its path after an interval of
for increasing the permissible power input with- time T. To fix ideas we may suppose that the
out damage to the target. Two applications are spot is a circular disk over which the energy
to be distinguished according to whether the input is uniform and of value, w, watts per unit
load be applied to the mobile focal spot for a area and this circular disk may be thought of as
very brief time as in "snapshot" radiography of executing a circular path on the surface of the
the organs of the human body for diagnostic target as indicated in Fig. 1. If we single out
work or continuously, that is to say, for a
sufficiently long time to establish a dynamically
1 A. Miiller, Proc. Roy. Soc. AI2S, 507 (1929).
2 A. Bouwers, Physica 10, 125 (1930).
steady cyclic thermal state in the path of the
183
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FIG. 1. As the target represented by the large. circle
rotates in the direction of the arrow th~ focal spot In the
shape of a disk sweeps out the shaded circular path <?n the
surface of the target. Elements of the target surface In the
path A spend the longest time under the foc~l spot and
are hottest when they have reached the P<?lnt P. The
circular arcs marked TI and T. a.re proportIOnal to the
time of heating Tl and the remalllder of the cycle T.,
respectively. It is not of course necessary for. the targ~t
to rotate and in a tube now under con~tructlOn a! this
Institute it performs approximately a ct!,cuZar motwn of
translation imposed on it throug;h a~ air tl~ht sylphon
joint. The stationary focal spot, SiOce It has clrcula~ symmetry, therefore describes on the target surface a circular
path just as here shown.

one small element of area on the target surface
in the path of the focal spot this will receive
heat at the surface rate, W, for 7"t seconds and
will be left to itself for T2 seconds where TI + T2 = T
according to a square cycle like that indicated in
Fig. 2. Evidently the highest temperature will
invariably be reached at the surface and just
at the end of each of the heating periods TI.
Also that element of target surface for which TI
is of the longest duration will sustain the highest
temperatures and this is therefore the only one
we shall discuss.
We shall further assume for simplicity that our
heat flow problem is one-dimensional, that is to
say that the flow of heat is straight back normally
from the target surface to the cooling water over
a path d cm in length without any lateral
spreading of the heat. This will be a better
approximation to the truth the larger the dimensions of the focal spot compared to the thickness,
d, of the target. It seems reasonably clear that
the error arising from this assumption will give
results always on the conservative side from the
point of view of design, that is to say, it should
give the temperature rise too high rather than
too low.
Of course no focal spot is uniformly loaded as

FIG. 2. Illustrating the "square cycle" of heat input ~s
a function of time for any element of the target surface III
the path A of Fig. 1. The ordinates shown are actu!lIly the
gradient of temperature at t.h~ target surface. ThiS curve
expresses the boundary conditIOn for x = o.

we have assumed. Many of them are ring shaped
having much lighter loading near the center of
the disk. Local hot spots very frequently are
present and may tend to become worse if they
are images of local hot spots on the emitting
cathode filament which is evaporating tungsten
at these points at a faster rate and hence losing
cross section in a localized way which continually exaggerates the trouble. All such things
must be allowed for by a factor of safety applied
on the basis of experience.
We shall content ourselves then with solving
the following ideal problem. Heat is supplied to
one end of a thermal conductor, an idealized
cylinder or prism in the target with axis normal
to the face of the target and extending back to
the cooling water, d cm long and having for
convenience unit cross section. 3 The conductor
has a specific heat per unit mass u, a mass
density p, and a thermal conductivity c. x is
the distance measured from the heated end of the
conductor to any point along its length, t is
the time and T the temperature at any point
in the conductor. The heat flow is purely longitudinal along x. One boundary condition is that
when x=d, T= To (the temperature of the
cooling water). The other boundary condition
when x= 0 does not fix the temperature T x_o
but rather refers to the temperature gradient
-(aT/ax)x~o since it is the rate of energy input
which is fixed at this point. Fig. 2 shows graphically the way in which the quantity - (aT/ax)x~o
behaves as a function of time rising abruptly to
3 We discuss in a section below how these ideal results
may be adapted by approximation to the case of composite
targets consisting of two metals such as a tungsten target
imbedded in a copper backing.
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a value -(aT/ax)x=o=w/c and remaining there
for Tl seconds, then falling abruptly to zero and
remaining there for T2 seconds and repeating
this cycle indefinitely at the rate of n cycles per
second. For brevity let r= Tt/(Tl+T2)= Tt/T.
Evidently O<r<1. The maximum temperature
T max attained in the thermally steady cyclic
state will obviously occur at the end of each
heating period Tl and at the point x= O. For
convenience a complete nomenclature defining
all symbols used in this article will be found at
the end.

185

Well-known particular solutions of this equation
are

T= Te-gx,
T= e- ax sin (27rnt-ax);
T=e- ax cos (27rnt-ax)

The constant a is immediately determined by
substituting this solution into (1) and is

a= ±(7rnpu/c)}.

SOLUTION OF THE THERMAL PROBLEM

The differential equation controlling the flow
of heat along this ideal conductor is
a 2T/ax 2= (pu/c) (aT/at).
(1)
00

The most general solution for the state of steady
thermal oscillation is a sum of the particular
solutions multiplied by constant coefficients
and is

00

T= Te-gx+:L A.e-a,x sin (27rn.t-a.x) + :L B.e-a,x cos (27rn.t-a.x)
8=1

00

+:L

00

Csea,x sin (27rn.t-a sx) +:L D.ea,x cos (27rn.t-a.x).

(2)

8=1

In this solution s takes only integer values from 1 to infinity. The appropriateness of this assumption
is based on the fact that the boundary condition to be met at the front face of the target is a periodic
function of the time and we know that the final steady state of thermal oscillation which interests
us must also be a periodic function of the time. Our problem consists then in evaluating A., B., C., D.
and g so as to fit the expression (2) to the following boundary conditions:
(W

For x=O

-(aT;ax)x=oc=~

for a period

TIl

~repeatedly

L0 for a period T2J

x=d

and for

as in Fig. 2.

T=To.

To satisfy the first boundary condition at x= 0, we have
ex>

ex>

-(aT/ax)x=o=g+:L as(A.+B.-Cs-Ds) cos 27rnst+:L as(A.-B.-C+D.) sin 27rn8t.

(3)

8=1

This then is the Fourier series which must be fitted to the periodic boundary condition of Fig. 2.
We have evidently n.=sn. Evaluating the constant term and the Fourier coefficients we have

g=wr/c, (4)

A.-B.- C.+D.= (w/7rcsa.)(I-cos 27rsr),
A.+B.-C-D.= (w/7rcsa.) sin 27rsr.

(5)

(6)

Passing now to the second boundary condition at x=d we have T= To for all values of the time t.
The expression (2) for T is rearranged and set equal to To while x is set equal to d. (In this the value
(4) determined for g is inserted.)
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T= To= Te-wrd/c+:f: (A 8e- a,d cos a8d+B.e- a,d sin a8d+G.e a,d cos a8d-D8easd sin a8d) sin 27rn.t
8~1

co

+

L: (-A.e-a,d sin a.d+B.e-a,d cos a.d+G.ea,d sin a.d+D8ea,d cos a.d) cos 27rnst .
• ~l

This Fourier series in t can be equal to the constant To for all values of t only if all the coefficients of
sin 27rnst and cos 27rnst vanish. The two summations in the above expression are thus zero which
determines T e
(7)
Te= To+wrd/c.
At the same time the vanishing of the coefficients of sin 27rn8t and cos 27rn8t yield the two following
conditions
(8)
A.e- a8d cos a.d+B.e-a,d sin a.d+C.ea,d cos a.d-Dse a•d sin a.d=O,
-A 8e- a,d sin a.d+ B.e- a•d cos a.d+ C.e asd sin a.d+ D.e asd cos a8d= O.

(9)

Now Eqs. (5), (6), (8) and (9) regarded as four simultaneous equations are sufficient to solve for the
four constants AS! B., C. and D., and we thus obtain
p. sinh a.d cosh a.d+Q. sin a8d cos a.d
A.+G.=---------------

~+~=

(10)

p. sin a.d cos a.d - Q. sinh a.d cosh a.d

.

(11)

A.- G.= (w/27rcsa.)(1-cos 27rsr+sin 27rsr) = P.,

(12)

D. -B.= (w/27rcsa.) (1-cos 27rsr-sin 27rsr) = Q•.

(13)

cos 2 a.d+sinh 2 a.d

Where p. and Q. are abbreviations for the expressions

If we refer now to our original solution (2) the maximum temperature which we will designate by
Tmax will occur for x=O and at the end of each period of heat supply that is for sin 27rn.t=sin 27rsr
and cos 27rn.t=cos 27rsr. We place then x=O in (2), substitute the value (7) for T., insert the values
(10), (11), (12) and (13) into the resulting expression as well as the conditions sin 27rn.t=sin 27rsr,
cos 27rnst= cos 27rsr which pick the hottest instant in the thermal cycle and obtain Tmax
w
w co 1 P. sinh a.d cosh a8d - q. sin a.d cos a.d
Tmax=To+-rd+-L:,
C
27rC .~lsa.
cos 2 a.d+sinh 2 a.d

(14)

p.= 1 +sin 27rsr-cos 27rsr,

(15)

where

q.= 1-sin 27rsr - cos 27rsr

(16)

(17)

This expression can be somewhat simplified for purposes of computation as follows:
Let a.d= 0.; d(7rp(}/c)~n!= 0; then 0.= Os!. The summation thus becomes a function of only two
dimensionless variables 0 and r (the latter ipvolved in p. and q8)' By use of the relations
sinh Os cosh O.=! sinh 20.,

sin O. cos O.=! sin 20.,

cos2 O.+sinh 2 O.=t cosh 20.+t cos 20.

we obtain:
w
wd co 1 P. sinh os' -q. sin os'
Tmax= To+-rd+- L: - - - - - - - - - - ;
c
7rC 8~1 sOs' cosh Os' +cos Os'

where Os' = 20•.

(14.1)
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For convenience in plotting we define the dimensionless ratio R= (Tmax- T o)/(T To), where T. is
the temperature attained at the surface of the focal spot if it is stationary. T.- To=wd/c. Thus R is
the ratio of maximum temperature rises attained in moving and stationary focal spots, respectively,
and its reciprocal 1/R represents how many times as much energy input can be safely tolerated in the
moving spot than would be safe in the stationary spot.
8 -

1 co 1 P. sinh 0.' - q8 sin 0.'
R=r+-L.
7r 8=1 sO.' cosh 0.' +cos 0.'

(18)

Now let:

F+(O.') = (sinh 0.' +sin O.')/(cosh 0.' +cos 0.')

(19)

and

F_(O.') = (sinh 0.' -sin O.')/(cosh 0.' +cos 0.').

(20)

We can now insert the values of po and qo (15) and (16)
1001
1001
1001
R=r+- L -F_(O.')+- L -F+(O.') sin hsr-- L -F_(O.') cos 27rsr.
7r 8=1 sO.'
7r 8=1 sO.'
11" 0=1 sO.'

(21)

In Fig. 3 we plot F_(O.') and F+(O.') against 0/. It is evident that as sand 0.' = 20s~ increase in passing
to higher and higher terms of the summations (21) the functions F_ and F+ both converge rapidly to
unity so that by the time 0.'=27r they each differ from unity by less than four parts in one thousand
and never differ by more than this thereafter. Thus if we set F+ and F_ equal to unity for all summation terms beyond and including the lowest one for which Oo?: 7r the relative error in this residue of
the series cannot exceed four parts in one thousand. Thus the form we have used for numerical calculation in which a is the lowest positive integer greater than 11"2/02 becomes:
1 a - I l l a - I l l a-I 1
R=r+- L -F_(O.')+- L -F+(O.') sin 27rsr-- L -F_(O.') cos 27rsr
7r 8=1 sO.'
7r 8=1 sO.'
7r 0=1 sO.'
10011001
1001
+- L - + - L - sin 27rsr-- L - cos 27rsr.
7r 8=a sO.' 7r o=a sO.'
7r o=a sO.'
Or briefly

R= r+ (1/ 7r)(x+y-z+x' +y' -z') = r+ (l/7r)X(O, r).

The values of rand 0 for which x, y, z, x', y', z'
were computed together with values of a where
the finite sum was broken off are
r=
0=0.5
a=40

1/12,

1/6,

1/3,

1/2,

2/3,

5/6,

1.0
10

1.5
5

2
3

3
2

4
1

5
1

11/12

For the finite summations x, y and z the values of
F _ and F+ were picked off the plotted curve
Fig. 3 for the appropriate values of O.'=O's!
corresponding to the different integer values of s
(a different set for each value of 0') with a great
saving of labor in computation.
The infinite sum x' requires the evaluation of
ro

00

0=1

(23)

The finite sum here was evaluated by plain
addition. The very slowly converging infinite
00
sum LS-! was found to have the value 2.6124.
8=1

This was obtained by summing a number of
terms 1/1 and calculating the residue by means of
the Euler-McLaurin integral summation formula. 4 This latter, as is well known, is an
infinite series in which the Bernoulli numbers
appear and which eventually diverges. Nevertheless the error committed by breaking it off at
any given term can in this case be placed between
limits by means of a very simple formula and
these limits may be made as small as desired if
1/1 in the series to be summed be chosen suffi-

a-I

L S-!=L S-!- L S-!.
8=0:

(22)

8=1

• See for example Steffenson's book, Interpolation,
Williams and Wilkins, p. 133.
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was in th~ sixth decimal place only of the final
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1.3

LS- J•

2

8=1

We are much indebted to Dr. Morgan Ward 5
of this Institute who devised a most ingenious
and beautiful method not only for summing the
slowly converging sums y' and z' but for any
series of the form

I

I. I

t

¢(n)e2n1rix,

O<x<1.

E~i2TT

II

o.8

n=a+1

The method requires only the construction of a
small table of the differences of ¢(n) of different
orders.

o.7

I

o.6

I

DISCUSSION OF RESULT AND ITS EXHIBITION IN

o

I

GRAPHICAL FORM

For a uniformly loaded focal spot the ratio

o.4

Maximum temperature rise of moving spot =R
Temperature rise of stationary spot

o.3

is shown to be given by Eq. (29) as

I
j
II

o2

(24)

R=r+(1lll·)X(0, r),

where O=dn!(7rprr/c)~, r= rt!(r1+r2) (see Fig. 1).
See Nomenclature at end of article for significance of symbols. In Fig. 4 we show R plotted
against r for various values of 0 while in Fig. 5
R is plotted against 0 for various values of r.
Fig. 6 which is simply the reciprocal of R plotted
against 02 gives the ratio
Permissible watts input for moving spot
Permissible watts input for stationary spot

\

V~i'-/

I

0

o.9

Wm
W.

as a function of 02 , an abscissa directly proportional to the speed of rotation n. 02= 7rd2 (prr / c)n.
Thus the multiplication of permissible power in
virtue of rotation can be read off of this chart as
a function of the speed if the constant 7rd2(prr/c)
is first evaluated for the target in question.
As an example we have attached a scale in this
figure where the speed appears directly for a
copper target of thickness d=0.5 cm. For such a
target nine times as much power can be safely
applied at 20 r.p.s. as could be safely applied for
a stationary spot when the spot diameter divided
6

\

F.j

00

value of

HICKS

Morgan Ward, Am. Math. Monthly 41, 563 (1934).

o.1

)

e;,
2

3

.4

5

~

6

7

B

3. Illustrating the behavior of the functions F+ and
F_. The successive maximum and minimum values of each
of these functions differ from unity by very rapidly
diminishing amounts as can readily be verified by differentiating their analytical expressions.
FIG.

by the circumference swept out is r= .03. These
curves approach in each case an asymptotic
value 1/r for 02 = 00 that is for infinite speed of
rotation. This is to be expected since at infinite
speed the surface temperature will be uniform
over the entire ring swept out by the focal spot
at its widest point (the ring A in Fig. 1) and the
area of this ring is 1/r times the· corresponding
area for the stationary spot. Thus 1/r= Wm/W.
for infinite speed and no finite speed of rotation
can obviously give as large a multiplication of
permissible power input. A qualitative idea of
the effectiveness of rotation in smoothing out
local hot spots in the focal spot can be gained by
noting in Fig. 6 how large the multiplication of
permissible power input becomes for small
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FIG. 4. The ordinates R show the ratio of the maximum target surface temperature
attained in a mobile focal spot to the temperature of the same spot when stationary.
(J=d(7rprr/c)!n! becomes infinite for infinite speeds of rotation and the curves merge
with the 45° straight line. At very high speeds then these curves show. that the maximum
surface temperature for the mobile spot will approach simply r times that for the stationary
spot as one would expect since r is the fraction of the time the heat is applied to any surface
element. Lower temperatures than this cannot be attained by rotation. The excess of
temperature above the 45° straight line for lower speeds thus represents the effect of imperfect "ironing out" of the temperature waves at the surface by thermal storage.

diameter focal spots, that is to say small " even
at very moderate speeds (e.g., at 6 r.p.s. if·
r= 0.01 the multiplication is nearly to). Since the
abscissa of the curve in Fig. 6 is 82 = 7rd 2 (pa/c)n
a large increase in multiplication of permissible
power input results by simply increasing d, but
the permissible power input cannot itself be increased by increasing d. Quite the contrary is the
case because the permissible power input for
the stationary case W. is itself inversely proportional to d and the increase in multiplication
factor Wm/W. with increasing d is insufficient to
make up for this. The permissible power input
for the stationary spot is on our assumption of no
lateral spreading of the heat

W.=cT*A/d,

(25)

where T* is the surface temperature for safe
operation of the target material, A is the area
of the spot and c and d have the values defined
above.
In the curves of Fig. 4 which represent R the
ratio of temperatures of moving spot and stationary spot the diagonal 45° straight line is the
curve for 8= 00 or infinite speed of rotation. If
the ordinates of Fig. 4 are multiplied by wd/c
they give the actual temperature rises attained
as set out in the expression (14.1). The 45°
straight line then corresponds to the term wrd/c
in that formula. If we let fJ' = 00 in the summation
term of (14.1) the summand evidently vanishes
for all values of s, and only the term wrd/c
remains in the temperature rise above T. Again
we point out, however, that if 8'~00 on account
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FIG. 5. The same quantity R as in Fig. 4 is plotted here against II for various values of r.
R has been plotted in these two different ways to facilitate interpolation for values· of () and

r between the contours.

of an unlimited increase in d the coefficient of
the summation term, which contains d in the
numerator will prevent the term as a whole from
vanishing. We see thus that the rise above the 450.
line in Fig. 4 represents the summation term of
(14.1) which we have been at so much pains to deduce and compute and which represents the additional rise in maximum temperature for a moving
spot of finite speed above the temperature for
infinite speed which is the lowest attainable.
It is of some mathematical interest to show
that for any finite value of r where (J vanishes
(zero speed) the temperature rise given by (14.1)
actually approaches wd/c, the temperature rise
for a stationary focal spot. We are able to show
that when r is finite and (J---+O the expression

1
1 en 1 P. sinh (Js' -q. sin (Js'
R = r + - L : - - - - - - - - r+-X
7r 8~1 s(J.'
cosh (Js' +cos (Js'
7r
approaches unity.

The summation X regarded as a function of (J'
is convergent for all values of (J' in the range
zero to infinity but it is not uniformly convergent
over this range. As (J' diminishes, X converges
more and more slowly. Thus if we take the sum
of this series to any fixed limiting number of
terms, e, the vanishing quantity (J' can become
sufficiently small before it reaches zero so that
the residue of the series after the eth term will
be finite and cannot be neglected no matter how
large the value at which e was fixed. Though we
cannot neglect this residue summation, we can
replace it with an integral which can be made to
differ from the residue as little as we please by
taking e sufficiently large. Unfortunately space
limitations do not permit us to reproduce our
proof here but the result is that for (J---+O, R---+1.
For (J=O exactly it is easy to show that R= 1/2,
an excellent example of the Gibbs phenomenon
which is sketched in Fig. 7.
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6. The results of this paper are best summarized on this chart which shows the multiplication of permissible power by virtue of rotation for different speeds (()2=(7rd 2p u/c)X r.p.s.) and for different sizes of focal
spot relative to path swept out (r).
FIG.

ApPLICATION TO COMPOSITE TARGETS SUCH AS
TUNGSTEN AND COPPER

This paper makes no effort to cover rigorously
the much more complicated case of a target
consisting of two materials of very different
thermal constants such as tungsten inlaid into a
copper backing. Since this case is of such great
practical interest however we shall discuss
approximate ways of adapting our present results
for application to such targets.
Let d l be the thickness of the material to which
the heat is applied (the tungsten) and d 2 the
thickness of the backing material. The thermal
quantities, Plrrr/Cl and P2rrd C2 apply, respectively, to the two materials. For copper prrlc
equals about 1 and for tungsten about 2. The
choice of one appropriate way of approximating
this new situation turns on the question as to
how important the amplitude of the fluctuations
of temperature with time are at the interface
between the two materials in comparison to
T max - To. In the absence of an exact theory

this can only be decided by good judgment.
The amplitude of the temperature oscillations at
the interface will evidently be the less important
the greater dr/Cl in comparison to d2/C2 and the
greater dl(Plrrr/cl)! in comparison to d2(P2rr2/c2)!.
A further criterion can be obtained by noting
that the principal components of these oscillations as seen from Eq. (2) suffer a damping such
that their amplitudes decrease to but little more
than one-third the initial value (lie to be
precise) in a distance (ci (7rnprr ))! which is slightly
less than one millimeter for tungsten if n = 20
r.p.s. The "ironing out" of the heat waves is of
course here regarded not as the effect of lateral
flow of heat which we have excluded but the
effect of thermal storage in the material traversed.
Suppose then that we can regard uniform heat
flow as substantially established by the time the
heat has reached the copper backing. We can
then apply formula (14.1) to the tungsten alone:
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1

R

9FIG. 7. Illustrating the behavior of R for finite values
of r as 11 tends toward zero. At the point 0=0 the function
executes a sudden jump from the value 1 to the value l/r,
an example of the Gibbs phenomenon.

Also Tinterface - To= wrd 2 / C2 because the watts
per unit area have in the copper been reduced
to the value rw instead of w. Hence

For a stationary focal spot the temperature
nse IS

We have then the new formula for Rc for the
composite target
1

Tmax- To

T.-To

Rc= r+

1
-X(Ob r).
(1+c 1d2/c 2d 1) 71'

Thus if we compute the value of

AND

HICKS

have been completely "ironed out" before reaching the copper and since if these temperature
fluctuations are present and not negligible at
the interface the above method does not err on the
conservative side it is best to allow some margin
of safety when the above method is used.
On the other hand a perfectly safe assumption
but one which may be a little too pessimistic is
to assume the entire thickness d 1+d 2 of the composite target to have the thermal constants of
the tungsten. The value of R computed in this
way will certainly be an upper limit to the actual
case and the truth will lie somewhere between
the limits computed in these last two ways.
An alternative way of obtaining a value of R for
composite targets which is sure to be too large
(i.e., on the conservative side in design) is to
assume that the whole energy input per unit area
w is applied to the copper at its interface with the
tungsten and compute Tmax-To for this interface and then add to this a temperature rise
through the tungsten as though the target were
not rotating (i.e., for steady flow). This will be
nearer the truth than the last conservative
method if the tungsten is very thin compared
to the copper, whereas the former will be better
if the reverse is the case. Probably R should be
computed by both of these conservative methods
for the particular case of interest and the lower
of the two chosen as the upper limit for comparison with the lower limit Rc whose method of
computation was described first. It is very easy
to show that the last method of approximating
Rc gives

for the tungsten alone we can pick out a value
Rl on the curves of say Fig. 4 or Fig. 5 at the
point corresponding to 01 and r. Since this Rl is

the desired quantity Rc can be obtained from Rl
by means of the formula
R1-r
Rc=

where 02=d2(71'P2u2/c2)!nt. Calling the expression
in curly brackets R2 in harmony with our previous nomenclature we can sum up our three
approximate formulae for Rc which we will call
in the order they have been discussed R/, RP
and RPt, respectively, as follows:

+r.
1+c 1d2/c 2d 1

The approximate multiplication of permissible
power is simply l/R e as before.
Since there is considerable uncertainty involved in the assumption that the heat waves

R1-r
RcI=r+

-<True Rc;
1+c1d 2/c 2d 1
Rl obtained from curves using
01 = d 1 C7rPIUt/ Cl) tn !,
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RP~True

Rc; RP obtained from curves using
8= (d 1+d2) (1rPIO"I! cl)ln l ,

RPI=

1

+

:>-True Rc;

1+c 1d2/c 2d 1 1+c 2dI/c 1d 2

R2 obtained from curves using
82= d 2( 1rP20"2/ C2) jn~.

The true value of Rc wi11lie above R} and below
either RP or Rpr whichever is the lower.
The method should place R between fairly close
limits in most cases.
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NOMENCLATURE

w=watts input per unit area in the focal spot
c = heat conductivity of target material (in joules)
rT = heat capacity of target material per unit mass
P = mass density of target material
d = thickness of target from face to cooling water
in em
0<r<1 is the maximum value of the ratio of the
duration of the heated part of the thermal
cycle to the period of the entire cycle. For
smalJ focal spots it is nearly the ratio of the
focal spot diameter to the circumference described by the focal spot on the target (see
Fig. 1)
n =the number of cycles or gyrations per second
s=an index of summation which takes integer values
from 1 to 00
a.= ("'PrT/c)t(sn)!
O. =a,d = d( "'prT / c)t(sn)! = Ost
O=d(,..prT/c)!n 1
0,'=20,
0' = 20 = 2d(",prT/c)!nl
P.=l+sin 2,..sr-cos 2,..sr
q.=1-sin 2,..sr-cos 2,..sr
F+(o,') = (sinh 0,' +sin O,')/(cosh 0.' +cos 0,')
F_(o.') = (sinh 0,' -sin O.')/(cosh 0.' +cos 0.')

a = the lowest value of s for which O.'~2,..
a=the lowest positive integer greater than 4,..2/0,2
or ,..2/02
a-I
X=

L

8=1

1
-,F-(o')

sO

1

x'=-

Z=

L -; F+(O') sin hsr;

8=1

sO

a-I

1

L -; F_(fJ') cos 2,..sr;
8=1 sO

r!

O's=a

a - I l l

Y=

00

L

y' =-,

0

1
z' =-,

00

L

s-! sin hsr

8=a
00

L r! cos 2,..S7
0 8=a

X=x+Y-Z+x'+y'-z'
T* = permissible surface temperature of target for safe
operation
T max = maximum temperature attained on the target
surface for a mobile focal spot
To=temperature of the cooling water
T,=temperature of a stationary focal spot
R=(Tmax-To)/(T.-To) = ratio of temperature rise
in a moving spot to that in a stationary spot
l/R=Wm /W,=multiplication of permissible watts input for a mobile focal spot with respect to a
stationary focal spot

R=r+Xj,...
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